
[EXTERNAL]Cannabis on city council agenda
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:19:58 AM

Hi all! 
I cannot make the meeting but just wanted to forward our families stance on this. We are new 
winters residents and moved here from the east Bay Area 3 years ago. We chose this town 
because it’s other worldly as far as California goes. The small town atmosphere and sense of 
community here is a hidden gem and cannot be found ANYWHERE else in our great state. 
What we have in winters is truly rare and treasured. 
We have cannabis facilities everywhere where we moved from. It’s such a high grossing 
industry, I can understand why the tax and money could be very enticing for a town like ours 
to be interested in wanting a piece of the pie. But on the flip side- we aren’t ready for it. We 
already have businesses here that have been struggling to stay afloat- many which have 
recently had to close down. We should be helping them survive instead of putting our time and 
resources into new projects that aren’t guaranteed to survive anyway. We don’t care if and 
when people smoke pot- it is what it is. But let them drive to Davis to get it. 
These pot clubs have big city energy. And winters is not big city. We are too small for what 
this can bring. Comparing us to cities like Davis who already have these clubs is irrelevant. It’s 
like comparing our homeless problems to them or the population to them. Winters is easy to 
escape- we already have late night break ins at local liquor stores and at private residences. 
Imagine what gold mine we’re setting up for those people to hit the backroads with and be 
gone with some big time inventory. It’s asking for problems. And honestly- I’m not sure 
there’s THAT many local people who will be spending tons of money there- it’s cheaper to 
purchase through friends and “backyard growers” and buy pot that is not being taxed- as many 
stoners are currently doing and will continue to do. The pot clubs are cool for a once in a while 
splurge or if their regular dealer is dry. Legal or not, it is what it is. 
If you want winters to morph into concord within the next 10-20 years, then bring in the pot 
clubs. But this dispensary will slowly chip away at what makes this town special. Otherwise, 
our local stoners can continue to buy it the way the always have or make the short drive to a 
neighboring town for their fancier weed. 

Sincerely, 
The Swan Family



Re: Cannabis Measure, public comment
Monday, February 15, 2021 3:06:16 PM

2/15/2021

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing today to express my hearty support for the City of Winters to allow legal
cannabis operations within city jurisdictions. Allowing all possible aspects of the cannabis
industry to operate in town will open up several streams of revenue, akin to when the wine
industry came to town. 

Right now, there are no dispensaries within city limits, but several businesses located in Davis
and Dixon have a brisk delivery business here in town. Winters is missing out on tax revenue
from our citizens simply because we do not have the supply to meet a large demand. A
dispensary operating here in town would create jobs, and allow our townsfolk to spend their
hard earned money within city limits, generating tax revenue.

Allowing cannabis farming/and or processing can also open up several different revenue
streams, and create new employment opportunities outside of a retail dispensary operation.
Cannabis is one of the most profitable crops one can grow right now-it could be our new
apricots, and it takes less time to establish and turn a profit than an orchard.

In addition to bringing much need employment opportunities and tax revenue, allowing the
cannabis industry in town will counteract our town's reputation for being stodgy and
conservative, which I believe will attract young and diverse families to fill our new
developments that otherwise would settle in Davis.

Diversifying our commercial offerings is in the best interest of the town, especially with the
blow that we suffered with the pandemic. I urge everyone on city council to unanimously
approve allowing all aspects of the cannabis industry to take root in Winters. 

Sincerely,

Sarah Shirley

Winters, CA 95694



[EXTERNAL]City Council Cannabis Proposal
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:25:41 AM

To whom it may concern,

As a resident of Winters, I would like to express my support for any and all cannabis-related
industries in our town. I believe that this is an excellent opportunity for our community to
create jobs, generate revenue, and set an example on how to safely venture into this rapidly
growing industry. Not only is cannabis vastly preferable to alcohol in terms of health
concerns, it is in fact undeniably useful as a medical treatment for those with chronic and
debilitating ailments such as cancer, fibromyalgia, arthritis, etc. I feel that Winters should take
steps to get ahead of neighboring cities like Davis, Vacaville, and dixon by investing in this
now. It will undoubtedly create jobs and increase city revenue as seen in communities all
across California, Colorado, washington, etc.

Lastly, I show my support for this decision as someone who does not even consume cannabis
due to regulations in my career. It would be foolish to ignore the benefits and the opportunity
we have to be a leader in this. If you are still not convinced, at least acknowledge that it is
already in our communities and it isn't going anywhere. We might as well cash in on it. Thank
you for your time.

Very respectfully,
Casey Scott

Winters, CA 95694



[EXTERNAL]In support of cannabis dispensary in Winters
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 9:50:38 AM

Dear City Council members and staff:

I am absolutely, positively, 100 percent in support of bringing cannabis retail businesses of any and all types to
Winters. In particular, I am in support of a dispensary. Why should other towns be getting all the tax revenue from
Winters residents? We are forced to go out of town for medical cannabis, and moreover, people in Winters are using
medical cannabis already anyway.

I have been a medical cannabis user for several years, for inflammation, arthritis, chronic pain, and insomnia. I do
not use it recreationally and have never been high from cannabis. It is effective, and a way to cope with chronic
conditions without taking anti-inflammatories, which cause physical damage of their own over time. Cannabis is
safe, effective, and a natural product.

Those who are opposed to medical cannabis are prejudiced without any factual reason, other than they just don’t
approve of it. If they, or a relative, were dealing with chemotherapy, cancer, depression, anxiety, or any number of
severe medical conditions, they might be more sympathetic.

I strongly suggest that anyone unfamiliar with a medical cannabis dispensary go visit the Davis Cannabis Collective.
It is clean, professional, organized, and safe. It is located at 2121 Second Street. It would be wonderful if they could
be convinced to open an annex here in Winters. Here is a link to this business so you can get more information: 
https://daviscannabisco.com

I have a Facebook page — The Cannabis Crone — where I post medicinal uses for cannabis exclusively. You are all
welcome to check it out to see how cannabis can help people with all sorts of problems.

Please bring Winters up to speed with the rest of the civilized world and bring a dispensary to town.

Sincerely,
Debra DeAngelo

https://daviscannabisco.com/


[EXTERNAL]Support of Cannabis in Winters
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 11:45:46 AM

I am in support of council allowing retail establishments for the legal sale of cannabis and
related products.
The tax revenue that can be generated from manufacturing and retail could help the City of
Winters especially during this time when both our local shops and restaurants have been so
impacted financially by Covid 19 restrictions.
Currently, the products can be obtained in neighboring cities (Davis).   Why have our tax
dollars go elsewhere.  

I do also want to recommend that if approved, you  are conservative in your estimates as to
how much sales tax revenue can realistically be brought in.  I believe that cities have
overestimated this in the past.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to send my opinion.

Nancy Hannell

Winters CA 0=95694



Hello Kathleen,

I’ve lived in Winters 25 years, met my husband here and have generations of roots in Winters. 
After moving away to the Bay area, we returned to Winters to buy a house and raise our 
children here. We love our town and are 100% supportive of cannabis in Winters.  

The entire county has embraced cannabis industry and our town has been left behind. People 
spend money on cannabis in other towns and Winters should be making the tax revenue and 
reaping the benefits.

Personally, if Winters had more revenue, I would hope we would have more money to offer 
recreation to kids, build a Sports Park and offer programs to seniors.  I’m just wondering why 
it has taken so long for Winters to consider something that is providing large revenues 
everywhere around us?

City staff and Council are tasked with making decisions for the good of the city as a whole, 
and I just hope you know that for younger people, cannabis is a normalized purchase for 
anxiety, insomnia, back pain and other uses.   It would be normal to have it here in Winters
too. 
Please support having a dispensary in Winters, delivery service in Winters and some 
manufacturing that could create jobs.

Sincerely,
Crystal Enriquez-Foster



[EXTERNAL]Council Meeting
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 12:10:45 PM

Hello Ms.Bussart,
I will not be able to attend the city council meeting this evening, but i would like my input
heard regarding cannabis in Winters. I think a dispensary is long overdue! We are losing tax
dollars left and right in Davis, Dixon, Sacramento. Let's service those who need it in our
community such as the disabled and elderly while improving the community with jobs and tax
dollars.

Thank you kindly,

Audrey Krebs
Winters, CA Resident



Sent: Tuesday, February 16, 2021 1:45 PM

Subject: [EXTERNAL]Dispensaries in Winters

Hello,

I’m a resident of Winters ( ) and would like to express my support for marijuana 
dispensaries in the city of Winters.
It would bring much needed revenue to the city. Morally speaking it is a legal substance no worse 
than alcohol and in my personal experience utilizing dispensaries it does not attract crime or 
unwanted traffic. My example of this would be Dixon Wellness. I would love to see something 
modeled after their store here in town, it could be placed away from city center to appease any 
residents who oppose it. Just my opinion, and that revenue is currently going to Davis and Dixon 
anyways. 

Thank you for your time!

Brook Lee



[EXTERNAL]
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 2:12:06 PM

Ashley Bussart

I am writing you to inform you of my support for developing a cannabis despensary (for
recreational and medical use) in Winters as soon as possible. Already people in Winters head
to different cities to precure marijuana, while the city misses out on the business and tax
revenue that could be used in our own community. Additionally, having a dispensary in town
would be a major benefit to our elderly community who would no longer have to drive out of
town (often on dangerous back roads) to obtain their treatment. Overall, it would be a huge
benefit to the people of Winters if we were to pursue the development of a local cannabis
despensary.  

Best,

Ryan Catanzaro



[EXTERNAL]Marijuana
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 3:02:09 PM

I Support a shop in town



[EXTERNAL]Public Comment on Pursuing Cannabis Regulations, 2/16 meeting
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 3:03:13 PM

As a 4th generation Winters family, we support developing cannabis regulations in the city of 
Winters, specifically for cannabis retail. 

Winters is becoming a destination for vacation and local getaways from the bay area. 
Cannabis tourism is on the rise.  Cannabis retail would provide additional opportunities for 
travelers who seek a relaxing experience in nature and downtown alike. 

Californians overwhelmingly voted to allow adult consumption of cannabis, and Winters  
would benefit from having a local option for retail. This would not only keep tax dollars in 
our city, but also hinder black market activities and provide a safe reliable option for residents 
and travelers. 

Thank you for your time and my opportunity to speak. 

Jimmy G. 

mailto:greenlikethecolor@gmail.com



